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Abstract
State-of-the-art fault-tolerant and federated data management systems rely on fully-replicated
designs in which all participants have equivalent roles. Consequently, these systems have only limited
scalability and are ill-suited for high-performance data management. As an alternative, we propose
a hierarchical design in which a Byzantine cluster manages data, while an arbitrary number of
learners can reliable learn these updates and use the corresponding data.
To realize our design, we propose the delayed-replication algorithm, an efficient solution to
the Byzantine learner problem that is central to our design. The delayed-replication algorithm is
coordination-free, scalable, and has minimal communication cost for all participants involved. In
doing so, the delayed-broadcast algorithm opens the door to new high-performance fault-tolerant
and federated data management systems. To illustrate this, we show that the delayed-replication
algorithm is not only useful to support specialized learners, but can also be used to reduce the
overall communication cost of permissioned blockchains and to improve their storage scalability.
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1

Introduction

Recently saw the introduction of several blockchain-inspired database systems and blockchain
fabrics [5, 6, 24, 25, 54, 55]. At the same time, there is also a huge interest from public
and private sectors in blockchain technology (e.g., [7, 11, 13, 16, 18, 27, 29, 34, 35, 40, 41,
52, 55, 61, 62, 65, 73]). In each of these systems and use cases, blockchain technology is
used to provide fault-tolerant and federated data management: systems in which independent
participants (e.g., different companies) together manage a single common database and that
continuously provide reliable services even when some of the participants are compromised.
The interest in fault-tolerant and federated data management is easy explained by the huge
societal and economic impact of recent cyberattacks on data-based services [31, 56, 57, 58, 68],
and on the huge negative economic impact of bad data [23, 39, 64].
Blockchain techniques build upon traditional distributed consensus [38, 53]: both traditional techniques and their blockchain counterparts provide fault-tolerant and federated
data management via a fully-replicated design in which all participants (replicas) maintain a full copy of all data and participate in modifying this data. To do so, traditional
consensus—which are also used in permissioned blockchains in which the identities of all
participants are known—requires vast amounts of communication between all participants
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(e.g., [8, 9, 14, 15, 45, 46, 59, 69, 70]). Consequently, systems using traditional consensus
have difficulty scaling up to hundreds of participants. Techniques used in anonymous permissionless blockchains such as Bitcoin can effectively support thousands of participants,
however. Unfortunately, these blockchain techniques incur massive computational costs on all
participants, which has raised questions about the sustainability of the energy consumption
of these systems [21, 72]. Even with these computational costs, the performance of Bitcoin is
abysmal, as Bitcoin can only process 7 transactions per second [61].
We see the necessity of fault-tolerant and federated data management but—as outlined
above—we also believe that the current state-of-the-art techniques are too limited and lack
scalability. To combat these limitations, we believe there is a strong need for the development
of more refined scalable designs that provide fault-tolerant and federated data management.

1.1

Our Vision: Specializing for Read-only Workloads

In many practical distributed database and data processing systems, a distinction is made
between read-only workloads and update-workloads [1, 19, 20, 22, 32, 60, 70]. Typically,
read-only workloads are isolated to a single replica, whereas update-workloads are executed
by all replicas (e.g., via a commit protocol [30, 36, 67]). In most cases this improves scalability
significantly, as the majority of workloads are read-only and can be processed in parallel
by individual replicas. Unfortunately, such read-only single-replica optimizations cannot
be applied to state-of-the-art fault-tolerant and federated data management: fault-tolerant
systems need to assure validity of the result of every read-only query in the presence of
malicious replicas. These systems do so by executing every query at all replicas, after which
the issuer of the query can compare the query outcomes and determine which outcome is
valid (supported by a majority).
In many practical situations, workloads need access to the full history of all the data
managed or to large portions thereof. Examples of such workloads are analytics, data
provenance, machine learning, and data visualization. For data-hungry workloads, it makes
little sense to retrieve all data in an inefficient way via read-only queries. Furthermore,
these workloads are typically computational complex, ruling out their integration within
a fault-tolerant system. To enable these practical workloads, we propose an alternative
hierarchical design. This hierarchical design is sketched in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Schematic overview of hierarchical fault-tolerant and federated data management. At
the core is a Byzantine cluster that manages and stores all data in a fault-tolerant manner. Some of
the replicas in this core can crash or be malicious. The managed data is used by many independent
read-only participants, e.g., for analytics, data provenance, machine learning, and visualization. To
do so, these participants do not need to partake in managing and storing the data, they only need
to reliably learn the data.

In our design, we propose that a Byzantine cluster of replicas (e.g., a permissioned
blockchain system) manages the data by coordinating data updates. As the cluster is Byzantine fault-tolerant, it can be used to provide fault-tolerant and federated data management.
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Dedicated learners, independent of the Byzantine cluster, can register themselves at the
Byzantine cluster to receive all data updates. These learners will receive the stream of
data updates made in the cluster and will receive these updates in an efficient and reliable
manner. On these learners, data-hungry and compute intensive read-only workloads (e.g.,
analytics, data provenance, machine learning, and data visualization) can be performed
efficiently without affecting the Byzantine cluster. Learners can also be deployed in trusted
environments close to end-users and act as read-only proxies. In this read-only proxy capacity,
learners provide end-users with high performance, low latency, read-only access to the data.
In this hierarchical design, learners cannot directly modify the data, but can still forward
data update requests to the Byzantine cluster. The Byzantine cluster can, in turn, assure
reliable processing of such updates.

1.2

The Need for the Byzantine Learner Problem

To enable the hierarchical design proposed in the previous section, we need to develop
techniques to reliably sent the data updates made by a Byzantine cluster to independent
learners—which we refer to as the Byzantine learner problem. In specific, our contributions
are as follows:
1. We formalize the Byzantine learner problem.
2. We demonstrate that the straightforward pull-based solution to this learning problem is
highly inefficient and enables several attacks.
3. To address the Byzantine learner problem, we propose the delayed-replication algorithm,
a coordination-free, push-based, scalable algorithm with minimal communication cost for
both the sending cluster and the receiving learner.
4. We provide three specialized variants of the delayed-replication algorithm, whose characteristics are summarized in Figure 2. The basic variant does not use checksums and
can deal with clusters in which replicas can crash. We also provide a variant that uses
simple checksums to deal with Byzantine replicas that sent corrupted or otherwise invalid
messages. The final variant uses tree checksums to aid learners in discarding corrupted or
otherwise invalid messages with low computational costs. These tree checksums only add
minimal communication costs for all participants involved.
5. To further underline the strengths of the delayed-replication algorithm, we show that
the delayed-replication algorithm can be used to improve the design of permissioned
blockchain systems and other types of Byzantine clusters. First, we show how delayedreplication techniques enables scalable shared storage designs for permissioned blockchain
systems, allowing them to turn away from wasteful state-of-the-art fully-replicated designs.
Then, we show how the delayed-replication algorithm can be used within permissioned
blockchain systems to reduce the communication complexity of coordinating data updates.

2

Formalizing the Byzantine Learner Problem

We model a system as a tuple (R, L), in which R is a Byzantine cluster of replicas that make
update decisions and L is a set of learners that want to learn these update decisions. We
assign each replica r ∈ R a unique identifier id(r) with 0 ≤ id(r) < |R|. We write B ⊆ R
to denote the set of Byzantine replicas that can behave in arbitrary, possibly coordinated
and malicious, manners; we write C ⊆ R to denote the set of crashed replicas that behave
correctly up till some point after which they stop participating; and we write G = R \ (B ∪ C)
to denote the set of non-faulty (good) replicas in R. We assume that non-Byzantine replicas
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Figure 2 Overview of delayed-replication algorithms running on a cluster of n replicas, of which
b are Byzantine and g are non-faulty. The first two columns describe the system conditions and the
checksums used. The last three columns provide the complexity to sent a journal with u updates
and storage size s to a learner in terms of the data sent per replica, data received by the learner,
and the worst-case number of decode steps the learner needs to perform.

behave in accordance to the algorithms and are deterministic: on identical inputs, non-faulty
replicas must produce identical outputs. Notice that we do not make any assumptions on
the learners, each learner can be malicious without affecting the operations in R. We write
n = |R|, b = |B|, c = |C|, and g = |G| to denote the number of replicas, Byzantine replicas,
crashed replicas, and non-faulty replicas, respectively. Finally, we assume that g > b, a
minimal condition to distinguish Byzantine and non-Byzantine behavior.
I Definition 2.1. Let (R, L) be a system. The Byzantine learner problem states that each
learner in L will eventually learn of the update decisions made by R.
We will formalize the Byzantine learner problem in terms of learning journal updates.
Let (R, L) be a system. We assume that each replica r ∈ R maintains an append-only
update journal Jr that consists of a sequence of data updates (e.g., write transactions in
a database system). To work with sequences, we introduce the following notations. Let
S = [s0 , . . . , sm−1 ] be a sequence. We write S[i] to denote si , S[i : j] to denote [si , . . . , sj−1 ],
and |S| to denote the length m of S. Finally, if T is also a sequence, then S is a prefix of
T , denoted S  T , if |S| ≤ |T | and S = T [0 : |S|]. We refer to any subsequence S[i : i + n],
i mod n = 0, as a block.
We assume that the non-Byzantine replicas all make the same update decisions in the same
order (e.g., by utilizing a consensus protocol such as Paxos or Pbft [14, 15, 46, 47]). These
updates are not necessarily registered at each replica at exactly the same time. Consequently,
we can only assume that, for each r, q ∈ (G ∪ C), either Jr  Jq or Jq  Jr . We write JR to
denote the unique journal Jq , q ∈ G, that contains the maximum-length sequence of update
decisions all non-faulty replicas agree on. Hence, JR  Jr for all r ∈ G.
I Example 2.2. Consider a Byzantine cluster R = {r0 , r1 , r2 , b} with
Jr0 = [u0 , u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u6 , u7 ];
Jr2 = [u0 , u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u6 ];

Jr1 = [u0 , u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u6 ];
Jb = [u0 , u1 , u2 , u03 , u04 ].

The update journal of replica b diverges from the other replicas and, hence, b must be
Byzantine. The three non-faulty replicas share the update journal JR = [u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u6 ].
Currently, the cluster is deciding on the eight update u7 . This update is already fully
processed by r0 , whereas replicas r1 and r2 are still processing this update.
I Definition 2.3. Let (R, L) be a system and l ∈ L a learner. For every i, 0 ≤ i < |JR |,
the Byzantine learner problem states that l will eventually learn of the i-th update decision
JR [i]. At the same time, no Byzantine replica b ∈ B can convince l that any other update
was the i-th update decision made.
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Notice that we only specified the data model of replicas. We did not specify how the
learners store data or process data, we only specified that the learners will receive all update
decisions made by the replicas. Indeed, the specifics of what a learner does with the updates
received depend on the workload for which the learner is designed.
I Example 2.4. Consider the Byzantine cluster R from Example 2.2. A learner l will be
able to learn the updates u0 , u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , and u6 . The learner will not yet be able to
learn u7 , as this update is still being processed by some non-faulty replicas in R. Replica
b will never be able to convince the learner that the updates u03 or u04 happened, as b is
Byzantine. The learner l can store the updates it learned in a temporal database view that
provides access to historical data, e.g., for in-depth analysis.
As a simple solution to the Byzantine learner problem, consider a system in which each
replica can be queried for their journal content. Any learner l can now determine the i-th
journal update by simply querying different replicas in R. As soon as l receives b+1 identical
responses, it is ensured that at least one of these responses came from a non-Byzantine
replica and, hence, must be the valid i-th journal update. Unfortunately, this simple and
naive solution has several major weaknesses that can be exploited by malicious participants:
I Example 2.5. Firstly, there is the issue of load balancing due to a lack of coordination.
As all learners have to query for journal updates independently, they can all end up querying
the same non-faulty replica r ∈ G. Due to the amount of queries, r has to dedicate most of
its resources to answering these queries. Consequently, r will have fewer resources available
for its other tasks, e.g., for deciding on new data updates. In the worst case, this can reduce
the data update throughput of R. Secondly, the issue of load balancing can be exploited by
the ability of malicious learners to coordinately target some non-faulty replicas, which could
overload these replicas in an attempt to impede the services of R.
Moreover, as learners do not have a reliable way to distinguish between non-faulty replicas
that are slow, crashed replicas, and Byzantine replicas, they have to always query at least
b + c + 1 distinct replicas in R to have a guarantee on an outcome (as b + c replicas could
be Byzantine or have crashed and consequently not respond). Furthermore, an additional b
distinct replicas in R need to be queried to assure that the majority of all received outcomes
come from non-Byzantine replicas (as b replicas could be Byzantine and respond with invalid
or corrupted outcomes). This makes learning an update unnecessary expensive.
In Section 3, we propose the delayed-replication algorithm to provide reliable highperformance Byzantine learning that does not suffer from the shortcomings of the above
naive simple solution.
In the following, we assume asynchronous reliable communication: all messages send by
non-faulty replicas will eventually arrive at their destination. We also assume authenticated
communication: on receipt of a message m from replica r ∈ R, one can determine that r did
sent m if r ∈
/ B; and one can only determine that m was sent by a replica in C ∪G if r ∈ (C ∪G).
Hence, Byzantine replicas are able to impersonate each other, but are not able to impersonate
non-Byzantine replicas. Authenticated communication is a minimum requirement to deal
with Byzantine behavior and can be implemented using message authentication codes [43, 50].

3

The Delayed-Replication Algorithm

Next, we propose the delayed-replication algorithm, which provides an efficient solution to the
Byzantine learner problem. Our delayed-replication algorithm uses information dispersal [63]
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to balance the load among all non-faulty replicas and to minimize overall communication
costs. The delayed-replication algorithm itself consists of two parts: the information dispersal
step, which is executed by the replicas in R, and the information learning step, which is
executed by the learners in L.

3.1

Information Dispersal

We use an information dispersal algorithm that is able to encode any value v with storage
size kvk into n pieces vi , 0 ≤ i < n, such that v can be decoded from every set of g distinct
pieces. We assume that the information dispersal algorithm is optimal in the sense that
each piece vi has size kvi k ≤ dkvk/ge. Hence, the minimal number of pieces necessary for
recovering v by decoding, g pieces, have a combined storage size of g dkvk/ge ≈ kvk. The
information dispersal algorithm (IDA) of Rabin provides these properties [63].
We assume that each non-Byzantine replica r ∈ (C ∪ G) is equipped with IDA. We write
slicer (v), for any value v, to denote the id(r)-th piece vid(r) obtained by encoding v. With
these assumptions and notations, we have kslicer (v)k ≤ dkvk/ge.
I Example 3.1. Consider a cluster R = {r0 , r1 , r2 , b} with B = {b} and C = ∅. Hence,
g = 3 and b = 1. Let v be a piece of data. When using the encode step of IDA, we
obtain pieces v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 with kv0 k = kv1 k = kv2 k = kv3 k = dkvk/3e. Consequently,
slicer0 (v) = v0 , slicer1 (v) = v1 , slicer2 (v) = v2 , and, finally, sliceb (v) = v3 .
Now consider any learner l ∈ L. Upon obtaining any three valid and distinct pieces, l
can use the decode step of IDA to reconstruct v. As the replicas r0 , r1 , and r2 are non-faulty,
l will always be able to obtain v0 , v1 , and v2 . Hence, l can reconstruct v. We notice
that kv0 k + kv1 k + kv2 k = 3 dkvk/3e ≈ kvk. Hence, the communication required for l to
reconstruct v is minimal (due to IDA being optimal).

3.2

The Information Dispersal Step

In the information dispersal step, every replica r ∈ R is instructed to broadcast the update
decisions appended to their journal after every block B of n appends. The pseudo-code
for the information dispersal step can be found in Figure 3. To minimize communication
costs, replicas will encode the block B using an optimal information dispersal algorithm
(Line 4). To allow learners to validate the correctness of the encoded block, replicas will
include a checksum of B. The exact type of checksum used depends on the type of attacks the
delayed-replication algorithm needs to be able to deal with, and we refer to the information
learning step for details on the types of checksums supported (Section 3.3 and Section 3.4).
After encoding, each replica broadcasts the encoded block and the checksum to all learners
(Line 5). In doing so, the information dispersal step provides reliable replication of sufficient
information among all learners such that each learner can reconstruct any segment of n
update decisions. We refer to Figure 4 for a schematic representation of the interactions
between replicas and a learner due to the information dispersal step.
We notice that the information dispersal step is a push-based algorithm that pushes the
update journal to all learners without any coordination. Additionally, the total communication
cost of the information dispersal step is shared equally among all participating replicas,
independent of the behavior of any faulty replicas. This is in sharp contrast with the simple
and naive pull-based approach of Section 2, which is at the basis of many practical checkpoint
algorithms (see, e.g., Section 4.2). Next, we show that the communication complexity of the
information dispersal step is low.
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1: event r appends a new decision to Jr do

if Jr 6= [ ] and |Jr | mod n = 0 then
B := Jr [|Jr | − n : |Jr |].
s, c := slicer (B), checksum(B).
Broadcast (|Jr |, s, c) to all learners l ∈ L.

2:
3:
4:
5:

Figure 3 The information dispersal step of the delayed-replication algorithm running at every
non-faulty replica r ∈ G.
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JR [0 : 4]

Learned
JR [4 : 8]

l
No dispersal

First 4 update decisions

Second 4 update decisions

Figure 4 A schematic representation of the interactions between a cluster R = {r0 , r1 , r2 , b}
and a learner l participating in the information dispersal step. The replica b is Byzantine and sends
invalid messages. The other replicas repeatedly send a valid message encoding 4 decisions from their
update journal. After receiving these messages, l is able to reconstruct (learn) the update decisions
made by R. In specific, after the n = 4-th update decision, l will start receiving messages from
which it can reconstruct the first four update decisions.

I Theorem 3.2. Consider the information dispersal step of Figure 3 running at replica
r ∈ G after r appends the ρ-th decision, ρ ≥ 1, to Jr . After this step, r has sent bρ/nc
messages to each learner with a total size of O(c(ρ/n) + kJr k/g), in which c is the size of a
checksum.
Proof. Notice that r only broadcasts messages after every i-th decision, i ≥ 1 and i mod n = 0.
Hence, after the ρ-th decision, r will have broadcasted m = bρ/nc messages. Consider the
messages sent by r to any learner l ∈ L. In these messages, the pieces slicer (Jr [(i−1)n : in]),
1 ≤ i ≤ m, have a non-constant size and we assume that the remainder of each message has
size γ = Θ(c). Hence, in total, the m messages send to l have size σ at most
X
σ≤
(γ + kslicer (Jr [(i − 1)n : in])k)
1≤i≤m

≤ γm +

X
1≤i≤m




X
kJr [(i − 1)n : in]k
≤ γm +
g

1≤i≤m



kJr [(i − 1)n : in]k
1+
g

kJr [0 : nm]k
kJr k
≤ γm + m +
≤ m(γ + 1) +
= O(c(ρ/n) + kJr k/g).
g
g



J

Based on Theorem 3.2, it is straightforward to determine the number and size of messages
received by each learner.
I Corollary 3.3. Consider the learner l ∈ L after it has received all messages sent by the
information dispersal steps following the ρ-th decision in JR , ρ ≥ 1. The learner l has
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received at most ρ messages with a total size of O(cρ + kJR k(n/g)), in which c is the size of
a checksum.
To conclude, we notice that the information dispersal step we provide assumes a steady
flow of update decisions. If update decisions are infrequent, then information dispersal can be
delayed arbitrary. To deal with periods of inactivity, the system can always resort to filling
the current block of n updates with null-values (although this will reduce communication
efficiency).

3.3

The Information Learning Step with Simple Checksums

In the previous section, we presented the information dispersal step that will broadcast an
encoded block of journal updates from JR to each learner l ∈ L. In this section, we show how
l can reliable reconstruct these journal updates from the encoded information. To provide
resilience against Byzantine replicas, we will use simple checksums checksum(B) = hash(B),
in which hash(·) is a collision-resistant hash function that maps an arbitrary value v to
a numeric value hash(v) in a bounded range [43, 50]. We assume that it is practically
impossible to find another value v 0 , v =
6 v 0 , such that hash(v) = hash(v 0 ). These simple
checksums have a constant size independent of n or g.
I Theorem 3.4. Consider the learner l ∈ L after it has received all messages sent by the
information dispersal steps following the ρ-th decision in JR , ρ ≥ 1. If g > b, then, after
receiving these messages,
l can reconstruct the first nbρ/nc update decisions made by R

using at most g+b
bρ/nc
information dispersal decode steps.
g
Proof. Let i = nbρ/nc be the last round after which l received update decisions. We assume
that l has already reconstructed the first (i − 1)n update decisions, and we show how l can
reconstruct the block B containing update decisions (i − 1)n, . . . , in − 1, this independent of
the behavior of the Byzantine replicas. To initiate reconstruction of B, l will collect messages
of the form (i, sj , cj ), with sj an encoded piece of B and cj a checksum, of distinct replicas
rj with id(rj ) = j. Eventually, l will receive g messages from replicas in C ∪ G, as all g
replicas in G will send messages to l. Using these messages, l can reconstruct B by decoding
the pieces contained in the received messages.
Byzantine replicas are able to send corrupted messages, however, which complicates
construction of B from the messages received. Learners do not a-priori know which replicas
are Byzantine. Hence, learners need to verify whether any block reconstructed from g
collected messages is equivalent to B. The first step in this verification process is to determine
the checksum hash(B). Consider the first z > b messages received. We distinguish two cases:
1. At least b + 1 messages have identical checksum c. In this case, at least one such message
must be sent by a non-faulty replica. Hence, we have c = hash(B).
2. At most b messages have identical checksums. In this case, some of the messages received
have been sent by Byzantine replicas. As l will eventually receive g > b messages from
non-faulty replicas, and all these messages will contain the same checksum hash(B), we
can wait until more messages are received to determine the checksum hash(B).
After determining hash(B), l can simply reconstruct B by trying to decode every combination
of g received pieces, this until eventually a block b is constructed with hash(b) = hash(B).
In the worst case, l will have to wait until it receives g +b messages before it receives g
uncorrupted messages and it will have to try to decode g+b
combinations of g pieces before
g
it finds g pieces sent by non-Byzantine replicas.
The only way for Byzantine replicas to subvert the learning step is by finding a value w,
w 6= B, with hash(w) = hash(B). As we assumed that hash(·) is a collision-resistant hash
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function, it is exceedingly hard for the Byzantine replicas to find such a value w. Furthermore,
as g pieces are used during decoding and g > b, the Byzantine replicas not only need to
find w, but must also find a way to encode w such that it can be reconstructed using pieces
provided by one or more non-faulty replicas. Hence, assuming reasonable limits on the
computational resources, the Byzantine replicas are unable to subvert the learning step.1 J
Notice that if the system has no Byzantine replicas (b = 0), then the checksums can
be omitted entirely, as every set of g pieces will decode to the searched-for block of update
decisions. This strongly reduces the computational costs for the learner. By combining
Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4, we obtain:
I Corollary 3.5. Consider the learner l ∈ L and replica r ∈ G. If g > b, then the
delayed-replication algorithm with simple checksums guarantees
1. l will learn the update journal JR ;
2. l will receive at most |JR | messages with a total size of O(kJR k(n/g));

3. l will only need worst-case g+b
g (|JR |/n) information dispersal decode steps; and
4. r will sent at most |JR |/n messages to l with a total size of O(kJR k/g).
To conclude, we notice that Byzantine replicas that send corrupted messages are easily
detectable by the learners. After a learner l ∈ L has decoded g pieces into a valid block B, it
can simply encode this block and determine the exact value of each encoded piece a replica
should have sent to l. Hence, after trying to subvert a learning step of l, Byzantine replicas
can be recognized and be eliminated from future considerations. When the set of Byzantine
replicas is relatively stable over time, we can use this approach towards detecting Byzantine
behavior at l to prevent
the worst-case upper bound on the number of information dispersal

decode steps, g+b
,
from
happening repeatedly.
g

3.4

The Information Learning Step with Tree Checksums

In the previous section, we have shown how learners can reliably reconstruct JR in the
presence of Byzantine replicas. In theory, this provided approach has a high computational
overhead for the learners due to the worst-case combinatorics involved. In this section, we
explorer a different checksum scheme that allows the learners to discard any invalid messages
with minimal effort, this with only a low communication overhead for the replicas and
learners involved. Consequently, the learners can directly select the appropriate messages
and perform only a single information dispersal decode step. Inspired by the fingerprints of
Alon et al. [2, 3], we base our checksum scheme on Merkle trees [51].
I Definition 3.6. Consider a block of n update decisions B = JR [(j − 1)n : n]. The replica r
with id(r) = i, 0 ≤ i < n, should produce the i-th encoded piece Bi = slicer (B). To simplify
presentation, we assume that the total number of such pieces is a power-of-two (otherwise,
we simply add null-pieces until we have a power-of-two number of pieces). A Merkle tree
build over these pieces is a balanced binary tree constructed as follows:
1. The i-th leaf of the tree has the value hash(Bi ).
2. The value of an internal node of which the left-child has value w1 and the right-child has
value w2 is hash([w1 , w2 ]).

1

A theoretical attack of this type can always be detected by the learner: this attack will yield at least
two sets of g pieces that decode to values w and B with w 6= B and hash(w) = hash(B).
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h01234567 = hash([h0123 , h4567 ])

h0123 = hash([h01 , h23 ])
h01 = hash([h0 , h1 ])

h23 = hash([h2 , h3 ])

h4567 = hash([h45 , h67 ])
h45 = hash([h4 , h5 ])

h67 = hash([h6 , h7 ])

h0 = hash(B0 ) h1 = hash(B1 ) h2 = hash(B2 ) h3 = hash(B3 ) h4 = hash(B4 ) h5 = hash(B5 ) h6 = hash(B6 ) h7 = hash(B7 )

Figure 5 A Merkle tree over eight data pieces B0 , . . . , B7 . The leaf nodes are each labeled with
the hash of a data piece, while every internal node is labeled with the hash of the value of its two
children. The tree checksum for B5 is checksum(B5 ) = [h01234567 , h0123 , h67 , h4 ].

Notice that this construction is deterministic. Hence, every non-faulty replica will construct
exactly the same Merkle tree for B. The tree checksum we propose for the i-th piece Bi ,
checksum(Bi ), consists of the value of the root of the Merkle tree and the values of the sibling
of each node on the path from the root to the i-th leaf.
We illustrate this further in the following example.
I Example 3.7. Assume n = 8 and consider a block B that encodes into pieces B0 , . . . , B7 .
The Merkle tree for B can be found in Figure 5. The tree checksum checksum(B5 ) is
obtained as follows. First, the path from the root of the tree to the 5-th leaf visits the
nodes with values h4567 , h45 , and h5 . The node with value h4567 has the sibling with value
h0123 ; the node with value h45 has the sibling with value h67 ; and, finally, the node with
value h5 has the sibling with value h4 . The root of the tree has value h01234567 . Hence,
checksum(B5 ) = [h01234567 , h0123 , h67 , h4 ].
Next, we show that these tree checksums are sufficient to recognize messages corrupted
by Byzantine replicas.
I Theorem 3.8. Consider the learner l ∈ L after it has received all messages sent by the
information dispersal steps following the ρ-th decision in JR , ρ ≥ 1. If g > b, then, after
receiving these messages, l can reconstruct the first nbρ/nc update decisions made by R
using only bρ/nc information dispersal decode steps.
Proof. Let i = nbρ/nc be the last round after which l received update decisions. As in
the proof of Theorem 3.4, we only focus on how l can reconstruct the block B containing
update decisions (i − 1)n, . . . , in − 1, this independent of the behavior of the Byzantine
replicas. Every message sent by non-faulty replicas will include a valid tree checksums. Each
of these checksums is constructed over the same Merkle tree. Consequently, each of these
checksums share the same value for the root of the Merkle tree. Hence, using the reasoning
of Theorem 3.4, l can reliably learn the root value r of the Merkle tree after receiving at
least b + 1 messages with identical root values in their checksum.
Now consider the message (i, sj , cj ) received from the replica r with id(r) = j. To
determine whether this message is valid and uncorrupted, we first check whether the root
value in cj matches r. If this check fails, we can already discard the message. Next, we
compute the hash hash(sj ) to obtain the value of the j-th leaf in the Merkle tree. We observe
that cj contains the value of the sibling of the j-th leaf. Hence, we can construct the value
of the parent p of the j-th leaf. This can be repeated: for any ancestor of the j-th leaf, cj
also contains the value of the sibling of this ancestor. Hence, one can recompute the value of
every ancestor of the j-th leaf based on the value sj . When done, one will obtain the root
value r when the message is valid and uncorrupted. If any other value is obtained, then the
message must be corrupted and one can discard the message.
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As with the simple checksums, the only way in which Byzantine replicas can subvert
the learning step is by finding hash collisions. Hence, assuming reasonable limits on the
computational resources, the Byzantine replicas are unable to subvert the learning step. J
To further clarify the verification of messages, we illustrate how the verification process
of the proof of Theorem 3.8 works:
I Example 3.9. Consider the situation of Example 3.7. Let l be a learner that already
determined that the root value is h01234567 . At some point, l receives a message containing
B05 and the checksum checksum(B05 ) = [w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 ] from replica r with id(r) = 5. The
learner checks whether w1 = h01234567 , as otherwise the message is discarded. We assume
w1 = h01234567 . Next, l computes
h05 = hash(B05 );
h045 = hash([w4 , h05 ]);
h04567 = hash([h045 , w3 ]);
h001234567 = hash([w2 , h4567 ]).
If B05 = B5 , w4 = h4 , w3 = h67 , and w2 = h0123 , then h001234567 = h01234567 and the message
received from r is valid and uncorrupted. In any other case, the resulting value h001234567
will not match h01234567 and the message is discarded.
In Theorem 3.8, we analyzed the computational complexity of the information learning
step with tree checksums in terms of the number of information dispersal decode steps. As
we show in Example 3.9, one also needs to validate the correctness of each message via its
tree checksum, for which log(n) hashes need to be computed. In practice, the information
dispersal decode steps are much more costly than these validation steps (this is especially
true when using modern processors that provide hardware acceleration for hashing). Hence,
in our analysis, we only focus on the number of information dispersal decode steps.
Notice that, for any block B, we obtain kchecksum(B)k = Θ(log(n)), this independent of
kBk. By combining Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.8, we obtain:
I Corollary 3.10. Consider the learner l ∈ L and replica r ∈ G. If g > b, then the
delayed-replication algorithm with tree checksums guarantees
1. l will learn the update journal JR ;
2. l will receive at most |JR | messages with a total size of O(kJR k(n/g) + |JR | log(n));
3. l will only need at most |JR |/n information dispersal decode steps; and
4. r will sent at most |JR |/n messages to l with a total size of O(kJR k/g + (|JR |/n) log(n)).

4

Use Case: Improving Permissioned Blockchains

In this paper, we introduced the Byzantine learner problem and the delayed-replication
algorithm, this to support the hierarchical architecture for fault-tolerant and federated data
management systems that we envisioned in Section 1.1. Our hierarchical architecture relies on
a Byzantine cluster to manage the data. Typically, such Byzantine clusters are implemented
by permissioned fully-replicated blockchains that use traditional consensus techniques. Next,
we illustrate how the delayed-replication algorithm can be generalized to improve on such
permissioned blockchains by introducing scalable shared storage instead of full replication
and by reducing the cost of update decision making. Consequently, our techniques also
improves the applicability of permissioned blockchains to extend database systems towards
fault-tolerant and federated data management.
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4.1

Towards Scalable Shared Storage

As noted in the Introduction, state-of-the-art systems use fully replicated designs in which
every replica in a cluster R maintains the full update journal JR . Replicas r ∈ R typically
only need the current view V of the data to make update decisions, however, and do not
need access to the full history of all updates stored in JR . Hence, a fully replicated design
is unnecessary costly and limits scalability. Fortunately, the delayed-replication algorithm
already showed that full replication of JR is unnecessary to guarantee the ability to recover
and learn JR . Instead of storing all of JR at each r, each replica r can simply processes each
block B of n journal updates, compute slicer (B), and only keep this encoded piece around.
This lowers the storage cost for JR from kJR k per replica to kJR k/g per replica, which makes
the storage capacity of R scalable with the number of non-faulty replicas without hampering
the availability of JR for replica recovery and for external learners.
I Example 4.1. Consider a federated inventory management system (R, L) used by several
companies to keep track of their inventories and of transactions between them. To decide
upon the updates on the data, replicas in R only need to be able to validate updates: e.g., a
transfer of ownership from company A to company B of a product is only a valid update if A
originally owned the product. Hence, for validation, it is not necessary that replicas in R
maintain full copies of the journal JR , they only need the status of the current inventory, a
much smaller dataset. Other tasks such as periodic analytics and data provenance will need
read-only access to the full history of the data, which they can obtain as learners via the
delayed-replication algorithm.
To further illustrate the necessity of storage scalability in blockchains, we only have to
look at the permissionless Bitcoin blockchain. The size of the Bitcoin ledger, which represents
a fully-replicated journal of financial transactions, is currently exceeding 256 GB and has
grown with 59 GB over the last year. As noted in the introduction, Bitcoin is only able
to process 7 transactions per second whereas Visa already processes 2000 transactions per
second on average [61]. The permissioned blockchains our work focusses on can easily process
hundreds to thousands transactions per second, as already exemplified by the BFS system
in 2002 [14, 15]. Hence, the size of the journal maintained by permissioned blockchains can
grow even more rapidly. We conclude:
I Proposition 4.2. Let R be a Byzantine cluster with update journal JR , current data
view V, and in which only V is necessary to make update decisions. If g > b, then the
delayed-replication algorithm can provide storage scalability with these guarantees:
1. If simple checksums are used, then the storage cost per replica r ∈ R is reduced from
O(kJR k + kVk) to O(kJR k/g + kVk).
2. If tree checksums are used, then the storage cost per replica r ∈ R is reduced from
O(kJR k + kVk) to O(kJR k/g + (|JR |/n) log(n) + kVk).
Proof. These results follow directly from Corollaries 3.5 and 3.10.

4.2

J

Improved Checkpoints in Byzantine Consensus

Next, we will show how the delayed-replication algorithm can be used internally in Byzantine
clusters to reduce the cost of decision making. Typical permissioned blockchains use consensus
protocols to coordinate making update decisions [4, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 17, 28, 34, 42, 44, 45, 48,
69, 71]. Most practical consensus protocols can be traced back to the influential design of
the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance protocol (Pbft) of Castro et al. [14, 15].
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Figure 6 Two cases of possible malicious behavior. On the left, the primary p is malicious. On
the right, the replica r is malicious. Unfortunately, the non-faulty replica q receives the same set of
messages in both cases and, hence, cannot determine which replica is malicious in which case.

In Pbft, a replica is elected primary and is in charge of coordinating update decision
making among all replicas. To allow other replicas to determine whether the primary,
which could be Byzantine, is coordinating correctly, Pbft employs two phases of broadcastbased communication among all replicas before any update decision is committed. This
communication ensures that update decisions are only committed if a majority of all nonfaulty replicas are aware of these decisions. Unfortunately, a malicious primary can keep some
non-faulty replicas in the dark by not sending them any update decisions. The remaining
Byzantine replicas can cover for this malicious behavior by acting as non-faulty replicas. Such
an attack cannot be reliably detected by the other replicas in the system, as the following
example illustrates.
I Example 4.3. Let R be a Byzantine cluster with n = 3b + 1. Let p ∈ R be the elected
primary, let r ∈ R be another replica, and let q ∈ G be a non-faulty replica. Assume that a
correct primary will send the same updates to all replicas. Consider the following two cases:
1. We have r ∈ G and p ∈ B. The primary sends updates via Update messages, except that
it excludes r. The replica r detects this, as it does not receive any messages, and notifies
q that the primary is malicious via a NoUpdateReceived message.
2. We have r ∈ B and p ∈ G. Independent of the actions of the primary, r notifies q that
the primary is malicious via a NoUpdateReceived message.
We have sketched these two cases in Figure 6. In both cases, q receives exactly the same
set of messages from p and r. Consequently, q cannot determine which of the replicas is
malicious and which of the replicas is non-faulty.
The issue of replicas being left in the dark is faced by not only Pbft, but also by
many other practical primary-backup protocols. The typical way to assure that all replicas
eventually learn the update decisions made, even when the primary is malicious, is by
using periodical checkpoints. Unfortunately, the usual checkpoint protocols employed use
broadcast-based primitives with very high communication complexity. Moreover, checkpoint
protocols typically have a pull-based component, which makes them vulnerable to the attacks
illustrated in Example 2.5. Fortunately, we can employ the push-based delayed-replication
algorithm to provide checkpoints with low costs for all replicas involved. To do so, we model
any replica left in the dark by a malicious primary as crashed. In the worst case, Pbft allows
for a situation in which g = b + 1 and c = b (the maximum number of non-Byzantine replicas
a malicious primary can keep in the dark without being detected), making n ≥ 3b + 1. Hence,
in all situations our delayed-replication algorithm can be employed as a checkpoint protocol
by making all replicas in R listeners. We conclude:
I Proposition 4.4. Let R be a Byzantine cluster running Pbft. If g > b, then the delayedreplication algorithm can provide Pbft-style checkpoints with these guarantees:
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1. If simple checksums are used, then every replica r ∈ R will be able to learn JR and will
send and receive at most |JR | messages with a combined size of O(kJR k).
2. If tree checksums are used, then every replica r ∈ R will be able to learn JR and will
send and receive at most |JR | messages with a combined size of O(kJR k + |JR | log(n)).
Proof. We choose L = R and we use the delayed-replication algorithm with c = b and, as
R is running Pbft, n > 3b. Hence, g = n − c − b = n − 2b ≥ b + 1 non-faulty replicas will
be senders in the delayed-replication algorithm, guaranteeing success.
Next, we consider the number of messages sent and received. First, consider the case
using simple checksums. Let r ∈ G be a non-faulty replica that is not left in the dark.
Applying the results of Corollaries 3.5, we learn that replica r sends at most |JR |/n messages
to each replica with a total size of O(kJR k/g). As n = |R|, r will send n(|JR |/n) = |JR |
messages with a total size of at most dn(kJR k/g), for some constant d. We have n > 3b
and g = n − 2b. Hence, n = 3b + j and g = n − 2b = b + j for some j, j ≥ 1. We have
n/g = (3b + j)/(b + j) = 1 + 2b/(b + j). As j ≥ 1, we have 0 ≤ 2b/(b + j) < 2 and
n/g ≤ 3. We conclude that the total size of all messages send by r is upper bounded by
3dkJR k = O(kJR k). In a similar manner, we can derive the same upper bounds on the
number and size of the messages received by r. For the case using tree checksums, we
applying the results of Corollary 3.10 to the above reasoning, which leads to only adding a
cost of O(log(n)) to each message sent and received.
J
Since the introduction of Pbft, many improvements on its design have been proposed.
Recently, there has been a surge in protocols that aim at bringing down the communication
cost of the normal-case operations of Pbft from a quadratic amount per update decision
to a linear amount, which vastly improves the scalability of consensus. Examples include
HotStuff [75], LinBFT [74], and SBFT [33]. These examples all use threshold signatures [66]
to summarize confirmation of any decision by the majority of all replicas in a constant-sized
signature—which eliminates the need for broadcast-based quadratic communication among
all replicas. None of the current approaches satisfactory deal with recovery of replicas that
are left in the dark, however. Hence, we believe that our highly-efficient delayed-replication
algorithm can fill in the checkpoint gap in such linear designs.

5

Related Work

There is an abundant literature on distributed systems, distributed scalable storage (e.g., via
information dispersal), and on fault-tolerant fully-replicated systems (e.g. [12, 60, 69, 70]). In
this paper, we primarily focused on bridging the gap between, on the one hand, fault-tolerant
systems and, on the other hand, scalable distributed systems.
Learners in fault-tolerant systems. Paxos, a consensus protocol that can be used to make
reliable update decisions in a cluster with only crash failures, and several Paxos-like protocols
have a concept of learners [46, 47, 49]. As the name suggests, these Paxos-learners will learn
all update decisions made by the cluster, not unlike the learners we propose. In Paxos, these
learners are also crucial to determine whether consensus is reached, are deeply involved
in the consensus protocol, cannot be arbitrarily selected, and perform significant amounts
of communication, however. This makes the architecture of Paxos incomparable with the
hierarchical architecture we propose.
Most other consensus protocols, especially those based on the Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance protocol (Pbft) of Castro et al. [14, 15], do not distinguish between the roles of
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replicas in a Byzantine cluster. In Pbft, some read-only optimizations are considered, but
even these optimizations require participation of all replicas involved. Hence, the approach of
Pbft towards read-only data processing is non-scalable, whereas our hierarchical architecture
benefits from the addition of non-faulty replicas to the Byzantine cluster.
The HyperLedger permission blockchain fabric does utilize a hierarchical design similar
to what we propose [6]. HyperLedger distinguishes between, on the one hand, endorsers
and orderers that coordinate data updates, and, on the other hand, peers that only learn of
data updates. Currently, HyperLedger relies on Apache Kafka [26] to provide only crashtolerant ordering and to broadcast updates to peers. The approach we propose—by using the
delayed-replication algorithm—is not only able to tolerate an arbitrary number of crashes,
but also addresses Byzantine behavior. Furthermore, our approach is highly scalable and
requires only a minimum of communication. Finally, our approach enables a way towards
permissioned blockchains with scalable storage, which is not provided by HyperLedger.
Finally, the Byzantine learner problem we study in this paper differs from the cluster
sending problem of Hellings et al. [37]. On the one hand, we provide in this work techniques
to stream sequences of data updates from a single Byzantine cluster to learners, this with
minimal communication costs in terms of the data exchanged. On the other hand, the cluster
sending problem of Hellings et al. [37] focusses on the problem of sending a single value
between two Byzantine clusters with minimal communication costs in terms of the number
of messages exchanged.
Information dispersal and scalable storage. IDA, the information dispersal algorithm we
utilize in the delayed-replication algorithm, was proposed by Rabin [63] to provide reliable
load-balanced storage and communication in a distributed setting. Alon et al. [2, 3] expanded
IDA towards recovery of failures by adapting the scheme used in IDA towards recognizing
faulty encoded pieces. Unfortunately, the methods employed by Alon et al. always introduce
a space overhead per participant. We build upon these information dispersal techniques by
using them to solve the Byzantine learner problem and we showed how these techniques can
be used to resolve current issues in state-of-the-art permissioned blockchains that provide
fault-tolerant and federated data management. Moreover, our results structurally improve
on the results of Rabin and Alon et al. via the delayed-replication algorithm with simple
checksums, which enables Byzantine fault-tolerant communication and storage without any
space overhead.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we studied the Byzantine learner problem—the problem of efficiently distributing a sequence of data updates made by replicas in a Byzantine cluster to an arbitrary number
of learners. As our main result, we proposed the delayed-replication algorithm to address this
Byzantine learner problem. Our algorithm is coordination-free, equally distributes communication costs among all replicas, and leverages information dispersal to achieve Byzantine
learning with minimal communication costs. Our delayed-replication algorithm opens the
door to hierarchical fault-tolerant and federated database systems that can effectively deal
with big read-only workloads, e.g., by running complex data processing tasks on individual
specialized learners and by providing trusted read-only proxies close to end-users for fast
query answering. Moreover, we showed that the delayed-replication algorithm and its underlying techniques open the door for the development of new high-performance fault-tolerant
database systems by improving the design of existing permissioned blockchain-based database
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systems.
Our techniques are only a first step toward developing fault-tolerant, reliable, scalable,
and high-performance database systems and permissioned blockchains. To further these
developments, we need not only support big read-only workloads and storage scalability,
but also improve on other areas. To do so, we see several avenues of future research and
development:
1. Our techniques can be used to improve fault-tolerant and federated data management by
reducing the cost of read-only workloads and by introducing scalable shared storage. We
did not yet address the scalability of decision making (e.g., write workloads), however.
To improve decision making, we are interested in the development of efficient decision
making techniques in Byzantine settings that—for performance reasons—provides less
strict guarantees than traditional consensus-based techniques. To further aid scalability of
decision making, we are also interested in developing further non-fully-replicated designs,
e.g., by incorporating fault-tolerant sharding.
2. Our design is primarily intended to reduce the cost of read-only workloads that require
access to the full history of changes. Examples of such workloads include analytics,
data provenance, machine learning, visualization, and read-only proxies. Besides these
workloads, there are also many smaller read-only workloads, e.g., one-off relational
querying. Current fault-tolerant approaches toward such workloads remain non-scalable,
as they require the independent execution of such queries by all replicas in the Byzantine
cluster. We are interested in the development of techniques that can lift this burden on
scalability.
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